In recent past, many types of shared memory cluster computing interconnection systems have been proposed. Each of these systems has its own advantages and limitations. With the increase in system size of the cluster interconnection systems, the comparative analysis of their various performance measures becomes quite inevitable. The cluster architecture, load balancing, and fault tolerance are some of the important aspects, which need to be addressed. The comparison needs to be made in order to choose the best one for a particular application. In this paper, a detailed comparative study on four important and different classes of shared memory cluster architectures has been made. The systems taken up for the purpose of the study are shared memory clusters, hierarchical shared memory clusters, distributed shared memory clusters, and the virtual distributed shared memory clusters. These clusters are analyzed and compared on the basis of the architecture, load balancing, and fault tolerance aspects. The results of comparison are reported.
Introduction
The cluster computing is becoming increasingly popular. The latest technological developments and research innovations are pushing clusters into mainstream computing. This poses a number of new research challenges that need to be addressed [1] .
Parallelism has been employed for many years, mainly in high performance computing. Parallel computing has become the paradigm in computer architecture, in the form of clusters that use multiple computers to work on the same task. A cluster is a type of parallel system that consists of a collection of interconnected computers used as a single unified computing resource. When failure occurs in a cluster, resources can be redirected and the workload can be redistributed through appropriate scheme of load balancing [2] .
The collection of several servers in a single unified cluster makes it possible to share a computing load. If any resource in a cluster server fails, the clusters as a whole can continue to offer service by using resources on other cluster servers regardless of whether the failed component is hardware or software. In other words, when a resource fails, users connected to the server cluster may experience temporarily degraded performance but do not completely lose access to the service [2, 3] . The nodes of a cluster are connected each maintaining its own separate processor, memory, and operating system. Special communication protocols and system processes bind these nodes together and allow them to cooperate to provide outstanding levels of availability [4, 5] .
The cluster management software provides services like failure detection, recovery, load balancing, and the ability to manage the servers as a single system. This system level software monitors local hardware and software subsystems, tracks the states of the nodes, and quickly responds to failures in a way that eliminates or minimizes application's downtime and provides a number of important other benefits including improved availability, easier manageability, and cost-effective scalability [3, 6] .
The fault tolerant cluster is basically an open and distributed system, flexible and extensible, and its architecture offers compliance to the principle of reusability and interoperability. The architecture of the cluster systems should be flexible enough to handle any component or subcomponent that is required to make the system. The fault tolerance in the clusters provides error information in real time and makes it possible to detect which part or component needs repair and accordingly initiates a service call to identify the parts needed for maintenance [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] .
A shared memory system can be simultaneously accessed by multiple programs to provide communication among them and to avoid redundant copies. It refers to a large block of memory that is accessed by several processors. A shared memory cluster system is relatively easy to program since all processors share a single view of data and the communication between them can be as fast as memory accesses to a particular location. The distribution of tasks among clusters improves load balancing and provides better control of the use of communication resources [12, 13] . With the increasing performance needs, clusters provide additional mechanism to take advantage of aggregate performance of the participating nodes through different types of cluster architectures. The various important classes of shared memory clusters studied in the literature are shared memory clusters [4] , hierarchical shared memory clusters [7] , distributed shared memory clusters [9] , and virtual distributed shared memory clusters [14] .
Each of the shared memory cluster computing interconnection systems has its own advantages and limitations. Therefore, in order to make a fair choice for any particular application, it is very much essential to compare their performance on a common platform. The various desirable performance measures for comparison of clusters considered are availability, reliability, scalability, manageability, load balancing, fault tolerance, execution time, latency, bandwidth, communication, access, and time complexity. The main goal of cluster computing interconnection system is to reduce the execution time for better performance.
The principal objective of this paper is to compare some of the important performance parameters of the above said cluster computing interconnection systems. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the main characteristics of shared memory clusters. Section 3 describes the performance comparison of these clusters. Section 4 discusses the results of comparison and provides a brief summary of the important findings. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
Main Characteristics of Shared Memory Clusters
Shared memory clusters are tightly coupled clusters with attractive simple programming model. Tightly coupled clusters work together closely so that in many aspects they can be viewed as a single computer. The shared memory cache facilitates interprocess communication to exchange data between programs running at the same time [5] . The main characteristics of a shared memory cluster are (i) efficient large-scale parallelism due to dynamic system decomposition of clusters, (ii) efficient intercluster communication based on switching processors between clusters, (iii) efficient intracluster communication based on multiple data reads on the fly, (iv) efficient cache support to keep the overheads low.
A shared memory cluster system needs less expensive interconnection network compared to that of a non-clusterbased system. In this development the hierarchical shared memory cluster system prevails due to its hardware simplicity and cost-effectiveness. Several shared memory cluster systems with large number of processors have been designed using hierarchy of processors in clusters [7, 8] . The hierarchical shared memory cluster system efficiently supports the hierarchy of memories using a common memory. The advantages of hierarchical shared memory clusters are as follows. The distributed shared memory clusters are loosely coupled distributed systems that have evolved using message passing as the main paradigm for sharing information. Distributed shared memory clusters are heterogeneous parallel distributed systems that enable sharing, selection, and aggregation of geographically distributed autonomous resources. The distributed shared memory cluster provides an abstraction to give the impression of a single monolithic memory, as in a traditional Von Neumann architecture [10, 11, 15] . The main characteristics of a distributed shared memory cluster are following.
(i) Communication across the interconnection network is achieved by read/write abstraction that simplifies the task of the programmer. (ii) A global address space is provided for data movement across clusters using passing by reference. (iii) While a data block is moved, the distributed shared (iv) Distributed shared memory cluster provides portability of programs independent of operating system and other low level system characteristics.
(v) Distributed shared memory cluster provides an abstraction of a virtual memory.
Modern cluster systems rely upon the virtual machines. Virtual shared memory cluster systems support the creation and management of virtual clusters. The virtual shared memory cluster is a shared memory abstraction implemented over distributed shared memory. Virtual shared memory clusters moved from tightly coupled relationship between logical and physical resources to more flexible, abstracted relationship where physical resources are allocated as needed [16, 17] . The advantages of virtual shared memory clusters are as follows.
(i) In virtual shared memory clusters, a guest operating system called virtual machine inside the main operating system is known as host sharing the computing resources from processor to memory.
(ii) It is good for testing and learning of software or virtual network inside a virtual machine. If the virtual machine ever crashes operating system, then the main operating system is not affected but only the virtual machine would be.
(iii) A server with lots of computing resources can be divided and resold as virtual server. The virtual server gets a slice of computer resources and if the virtual server shuts down abnormally, the machine would not be affected as they only have access to their virtual machines.
(iv) For more than one monitor, each virtual machine can be assigned to a monitor so that each virtual machine has its own monitor.
(v) Virtual machines are portable.
(vi) Virtual machines provide greater resource allocation flexibility and improve the utilization efficiency.
Performance Comparison of Shared Memory Clusters
This subsection is concerned with the study and comparison of performance of different types of shared memory cluster computing interconnection systems. The basic motivation is to compare the performance of shared memory cluster [4] , distributed shared memory cluster [9] , hierarchical shared memory cluster [7] , and the virtual distributed shared memory cluster computing interconnection systems [14] . In this subsection, the above said four types of shared memory clusters are compared on three common platforms: (i) cluster architecture, (ii) load balancing, and (iii) fault tolerance.
Comparison of Cluster Architectures.
The dynamically reconfigurable shared memory cluster computing interconnection system architecture (SMC) proposed in [4] uses communication on the fly technique, which strongly speeds up the communication. The shared memory cluster architecture is shown in Figure 1 . It is composed of a number of processors (Pi), a memory controller (MC), a set of data memory modules, a set of caches (Ci), and a set of buses. A memory controller arbitrates accesses to a memory module through the intercluster bus and intracluster buses. All the data memory modules are placed in the shared address space. All the processors attached to the intracluster bus of a data memory module constitute a processor cluster. Each processor in a cluster is equipped with a bus request controller (BRC). An arbiter selects the highest priority level request. At first the writes are examined and if there is no write then, it reads in the intercluster bus arbiters. Then, the arbiter allows a processor's bus request controller to perform the transmission. The proposed shared memory cluster interconnection architecture consists of dynamically reconfigurable shared memory clusters, which can dynamically adjust to computation and communication requirements. To control communication in the shared memory clusters, data prefetch, write, reads on the fly, and processor switching between clusters and communication on the fly operations are used. A read on the fly consists of capturing data written by a processor in a cluster. The processor switching between clusters involves disconnecting a processor from a cluster and connecting it to another cluster. A processor switched to a cluster brings new data in its cache for the target cluster. Processor switching with reads on the fly is called communication on the fly [4] [5] [6] . Thus communication on the fly eliminates many data transactions and decreases the overall interprocessors and memory traffic. The hierarchical shared memory cluster computing interconnection system architecture (HSMC) uses hierarchical memory that reduces global and local intra-and intercluster communication [7] . The hierarchical shared memory cluster architecture is shown in Figure 2 . It mainly consists of local interconnection network and global interconnection network [8] . The local interconnection network connects processors of each cluster to the cluster's shared memory. The global interconnection network connects the shared memory of each cluster to the global main memory at the top level of hierarchy. Cluster shared memory (Ms1) is globally shared by processors in each cluster at the 1st level of hierarchy. Local private caches (Mc2) are associated with each processor at the 2nd level of hierarchy. The bandwidth of the global interconnection network supports the intercluster traffic. Similarly, the bandwidth of each local interconnection network is sufficient enough for intracluster traffic. Thus the architecture effectively handles the available bandwidths at global and local levels of the cluster.
The distributed shared memory cluster computing interconnection system architecture (DSMC) uses data structure in the linked base type that allows data and resource sharing in an effective manner [9, 18] . The distributed shared memory cluster architecture is shown in Figure 3 . In this architecture, each cluster contains local distributed shared memory (LDSM), an intercluster controller (ICCL), an intercluster cache (ICC), processors with private caches, and a shared local bus. The private caches attached to the processors are meant for reducing the memory latency. The LDSM of each cluster is partially or entirely mapped to the globally distributed shared memory (GDSM). Regardless of the network topology, a specific ICCL is required to connect a cluster into the system. The LDSM reduces memory contention and improves data locality. The ICC facilitates data sharing among the clusters utilizing data locality. It contains data that are usually referenced by the intracluster processors. The local bus acts as an intraconnection network among intracluster processors, ICC, and LDSM, while the global bus acts as an interconnection network among intercluster nodes, intercluster interconnection network, and GDSM. Information about states or current locations of particular data blocks and the task scheduling queues are kept in the data structure (DS). On distributed shared memory cluster architecture, 2D cyclic distribution method is used to map data blocks in the form of matrix to different processes [9] [10] [11] . Block data layout is a technique used to improve memory Global distributed shared memory (GDSM)
Cluster Z Figure 3 : Distributed shared memory cluster architecture (DSMC). hierarchy performance. A task is bind to its output block such that the computation is centered on data to minimize data movement and maximize data locality. The virtual distributed shared memory cluster computing interconnection system architecture (VSMC) proposed in [14] uses virtual machines management techniques from virtual server that allows better performance of virtual clusters. The architecture provides an abstraction of logical clusters called virtual clusters consisting of virtual machines on available physical clusters consisting of physical processors. The virtual distributed shared memory cluster architecture uses virtualisation technology with virtual machine and virtual cluster to meet the virtual memory management requirement [14, 19] . The virtual distributed shared memory cluster architecture is shown in Figure 4 . It is designed as a flexible platform for constructing virtual clusters (VC) with virtual machine management (VMM). The system supports dynamic creation and management of VCs on a physical cluster. It aggregates many virtual machines (VM) in a VC. Each node of a VC is connected to a private virtual network and to the underlying physical network. The running VC shares the physical resources according to a creation time mapping onto the physical cluster. The VCs may be reallocated by means of the run time migration of the VM between the physical nodes. One local node manager (LNM) runs on each physical node and interacts directly with the virtual machine monitor (VMM) to perform management operations such as creating, deleting, and migrating VMs on behalf of the controller. The LNM also collects resource usage data from the VMM and monitors local events. Next, the LNM reports resource usage updates and events back to the controller. The controller is the central component of the system. It communicates with the LNMs to collect usage data and manage VMs running on each physical node. The architecture provides an environment that creates, configures, monitors, and controls the placement, scheduling, and migration of virtual machines.
Comparison of Load Balancing in Shared Memory Clusters.
For the load balancing, the shared memory cluster computing interconnection system uses centralized dynamic load balancing technique through worker manager model with master slave paradigm [20] . A central manager collects load information of each node and performs workload distribution among the processors at run time. It minimizes the response time of job and average load of the system giving high speedup. The various load balancing activities in master slave paradigm are determination of slave node, selection of task, positioning of task, and collection of information. In the first phase, the master and slave node for task migration are determined. Then in the selection phase, the master selects the most suitable task of a slave for efficient and effective load balancing. In the positioning phase, task's receivers are determined. Finally, the last phase decides where and how to collect information.
The load balancing in hierarchical shared memory cluster computing interconnection system uses hierarchical load balancing concept and follows local and global load balancing in different hierarchical levels [21] . It focuses on reducing execution time and redistribution cost while distributing workload with quality load balancing. The load balancing processes in hierarchical shared memory cluster are carried out in two phases: global and local. In local load balancing an overloaded processor transfers its excess workloads to an underloaded processor to distribute the workload evenly and equally among the processors of a cluster. In global load balancing if imbalance is observed among clusters, load redistribution is performed. For the global balancing, the major challenge is to effectively reduce the redistribution cost. The proposed distributed shared memory cluster computing interconnection system uses distributed dynamic load balancing technique with work stealing [22] . In work stealing when the system has a large number of processors with many jobs running, the idle processors steal tasks from busy processors for balancing of workload. Work stealing improves execution time and efficiency of the system. Under work stealing, whenever a processor runs out of work, it becomes a thief and attempts to steal task from another processor called victim. Idle processors select victim processors at random to steal work from them maximizing the availability of work. The load balancing activities in distributed shared memory cluster are collecting information, task distribution, and redistribution of task. In the first phase, the master collects the slave node status for task assignment. In the distribution phase, the master distributes task based on work stealing. In the last phase, the redistribution is performed by transferring tasks from heavily loaded processors to lightly loaded processors.
The load balancing technique in virtual distributed shared memory cluster computing interconnection system uses centralized dynamic load balancing principles with virtual cluster server [23] . It focuses on the concept of on the fly that can add virtual machines and resources any time with the ongoing activities of the system. The virtual load balancing provides support for multiple concurrently executing virtual machines to utilize cluster wide memory. It also supports seamless migration of virtual machines with large memory workloads.
Comparison of Fault Tolerance in Shared Memory Clusters.
For the fault tolerance, the shared memory cluster computing interconnection system uses shared memory checkpoints that reduce task migration overhead and avoid establishing communication with failed processes [24] . It performs data and cluster availability to achieve high performance and reliability. In the first phase, an analytical model is used to describe the system's response to fault along with the mean time to failure and mean time to repair. It uses high availability techniques to regain the lost availability. In the second phase, fault tolerance is frequently implemented through periodic checkpointing. Whenever a node fails, the jobs running on it are stopped and restarted on a different node from the most recent checkpoint.
For the fault tolerance, the hierarchical shared memory cluster computing interconnection system uses hierarchical fault tolerant model with hierarchical checkpointing and recovery scheme [25] . The hierarchical checkpointing and recovery is performed through local disk, mirrored and stable storage checkpointing in different levels of hierarchy. This scheme handles several types of failures improving the overall system availability. The hierarchical fault tolerant model is based on the hierarchical interconnection network. A fault tolerant analysis has been made under fault free and faulty condition to give an overall analysis of the hierarchical shared memory cluster system based on availability and bandwidth. The system availability produces useful information about the available request rates at the inputs of clusters at a given level of hierarchy. The bandwidth availability is the expected value of available bandwidth of the system at a particular time.
For the fault tolerance, the distributed shared memory cluster computing interconnection system uses time based coordinated checkpointing and rollback recovery that satisfies consistency and recoverability properties [18] . It leads to better performance, requires less space in stable storage, is easier to implement, and obtains a predictable rollback distance. With coordinated checkpointing and rollback recovery, the fault tolerance brings a distributed shared memory cluster system to a consistent state after failures. The time based coordinated checkpointing and rollback recovery relies upon the approximately synchronized clocks. It creates checkpoints periodically when the local clock arrives at checkpoint time. To recover from failure, the system rolls back to the last stored global state and starts reexecution from there. This scheme achieves failure free execution and avoids message coordination overheads.
For the fault tolerance, the virtual distributed shared memory cluster computing interconnection system uses replicated and distributed checkpointing with virtual cluster server and virtual machines [26, 27] . The checkpoints stored in distributed file system guarantee system recovery when a failure occurs with robustness and ease of use. The virtual shared memory cluster system handles the virtual fault tolerant model with virtual server. This model achieves data replication in the virtual machine and transparently recovers from faults. The checkpointing and recovery scheme is integrated with distributed file system to store checkpoints. The virtual fault tolerant model allows the system to restart computation by restoring the replicated checkpoints from other nodes without a global restart of the system. 
Results and Discussions
This section presents the results of comparison of the above said four types of cluster computing interconnection system based on architecture, load balancing, and fault tolerance and the results are depicted in Figures 5-7 , respectively. For the purpose of experiments on the cluster computing interconnection systems, 4-64 number of clusters are assumed with 1-1000 number of nodes, 1-100 number of processes, and 1-10 number of faults. The numbers of checkpoints are generated randomly where the checkpoint size and checkpoint interval is set in between 100-1000 ms, respectively. The results were obtained using the average of 5-10 experiments using MATLAB for final results and comparison. MATLAB is a numerical computation and simulation tool developed into commercial tool with a user friendly interface. It is an independent programming language with a library of mathematical functions capable of treating complex problems. Figure 5 compares the four types of cluster architectures based on their execution times. The results infer that the distributed shared memory cluster has the highest scalability with fast execution. Figure 6 shows the comparison of load balancing in different types of shared memory clusters. We compare the number of tasks with response time in Figure 6 . The shared memory cluster is found to be the best as compared to three others in terms of load balancing. Figure 7 shows the comparison of fault tolerance in different types of clusters. There, we compare the number of nodes with cluster availability. As shown in Figure 7 , the distributed shared memory cluster provides the high availability. In virtual shared memory cluster, virtual machines may not handle the load when all physical nodes stop working at the same time. Hence, virtual shared memory cluster provides almost the same availability of the underlying physical cluster connected through the distributed shared memory cluster environment. Table 1 shows the summary of comparison of performance of the four types of shared memory clusters.
Conclusions
In this paper, a comparative analysis of four different types of shared memory cluster computing systems is made. Our comparison mainly concentrates on the cluster architecture, load balancing, and fault tolerance aspects of the above said clusters. The important findings are presented. The hierarchical shared memory cluster is observed to support flexible form of communication through shared memory. It also performs much better and enjoys high availability. The distributed shared memory clusters intelligently balances the load among nodes with the work stealing approach. The virtual distributed shared memory clusters hide dynamic changes of physical hardware configuration of underlying distributed shared memory cluster. This architecture also allows better fault tolerance of the system.
